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2013 was a great year for Irish climbing — in short, lots got done. 
Without any obvious yardstick for comparison, the first issue1 of 

emerald allsorts felt like something of a bumper tome, reflecting a 
year of fervent activity. I did wonder whether the next issue — this one 

—  would ever be as good, but I needn’t have. The only real problem has 
been keeping the photos of John McCune, of Owey and, particularly, of John 

McCune climbing on Owey under control (it’s been a good year for John).      

Some will inevitably point the finger at the astonishingly good weather as the 
catalyst for activity, with meteorological organisations claiming the warmest or 
driest months here and there since records began. Maybe it’s also down to 
the vibrant Irish climbing community, the surge in standards driven by new 

walls in Belfast, Dublin and Cork, and the motivation of a handful of activists. 
It’s probably a combination of all of these things. One thing is clear, 
though, where the sun makes the briefest of appearances, that local 

crag can feel like Earth’s premier climbing destination. Even when 
everything is bogging — as is often the case — Ireland still feels like 

the place to be. Why else would Fermanagh, that most venerable 
and boggiest of boggy counties, be one of the happiest places2 
to live in these isles? Perhaps the locals know how many superb 
gritstone projects there are to be had nearby, and that all they 
need to do is wait for the rain to stop...for more than a day please.

Irish goings-on have been gaining some traction in the 
mainstream climbing media3 this year, and the exposure of 
some manifestly quality offerings to a wider audience has been 
attracting some capable visitors. Positive stuff in the round, no 

doubt. But amongst the Adam Ondras and the 
Dawn Walls, emerald allsorts is bringing it all 
back home: this was Irish climbing in 2014.

Danny Barrios-O’Neill

December 2014

News to: irishclimbingnews@gmail.com

Ricky Bell smashing some spuds 
on the Potato Smasher 7C. Photo: 

Daniel Barrios-O’Neill
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http://www.flipsnack.com/DBONeill/fd1mejku.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/telegraph-view/10399521/The-happiest-people.html
http://www.ukclimbing.com/news/item.php%3Fid%3D69048
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Hopefully, two shiny new Irish climbing 
guides are sitting on your bookshelf (or 
better, in your crag bag): Ricky Bell and 
Craig Hiller’s guide to Fair Head, and 
Dave Flanagan’s Irish select. Let’s face 
it, where information is needed, we’ll 
buy these things even if they’re crap. 
But neither of these books are anything 
of the sort. Instead, they’re objects of 
beauty, and would probably sit well on a 
pedantic interior designer’s coffee table. 
More importantly, they do a good job 
of showcasing Irish climbing in glorious, 
colourful detail. This has to be a positive 

thing, especially if you take a look at some 
of the extensive tomes lauding entire 
areas of sub-standard, sub-10 m choss 
across the pond. Maybe that’s harsh, 
but the likes of Fair Head are manifestly 
amazing, so it’s nice to see them looking 
amazing in modern guidebook form.

Iain Miller has been hard at work 
transcribing the majassive, disparate 
collection of Donegal’s rock climbs into 
a guidebook. Well, two guidebooks 
actually. The first of which should 
appear very soon. Nice one Iain.          
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& the cooleys The Mournes are the hills that just keep on 
giving. Despite decades of attention from 
some of Irish climbing’s strongest and most 
dedicated climbers (and some strong 
blow-ins), even the most accessible crags 
are still yielding major plums. Case in point: 
Spellack, with its laughably easy approach, 
has been in the thick of it this year. Hard new 
routes, repeats, and some commendable 
cleaning efforts have resulted from the 
popularity of “attacking the Splack” in 2014. 

Over to the left of the mega E4 Warhorse, 
Ricky Bell climbed the brilliantly-named 
Peace Donkey via a heinous rockover on 
a crystal to give the Splack a techy new E7 
6c. John McCune, no slouch himself, made 
the long-overdue second ascent of Eddie 
Cooper’s E5 Pegasus. John noted that it’s 
nails, and that Eddie made the first ascent 
— in the year John was born — in better style 
than he managed the second (third go on 
the ground-up). Speaking of nails E5s with 
fierce reputations, Mad Dogs has seen a 
couple of ascents from John and Paul Swail 
thanks to some cleaning TLC. In the past this 
route has been the scene of rescues and 
massive, tumbling, crag-length screamers, 
the latter notably from our very own ex-

pat Niall Grimes. It’s nice to see some 
incident-free ascents at last. John also 
managed to repeat Peace Donkey, noting 
that the crucial gear isn’t exactly totally 
bomber, in case you would-be repeaters 
were hoping it to be one of those hard 
and safe affairs. Don’t be put off, though, 
as full beta can be found in this video4. 

Amongst all the local activity, visiting 
English climber Alistair Robertson nipped 
in to establish what is probably the most 
impressive new route to be climbed in 
the Mournes this year; Diplomacy Mule, 
E7 6b, takes a bold line straight up the 
middle of the Main Face. There are 
whispers of E8 which, given the paucity 
of protection, mightn’t prove to be too far 
off the mark. Still on Spellack, Kev Kilroy 
climbed two obvious and high quality 
gaps: The Heeling Process on Forest View 
and Ultra Vires on the Main Face, both 
at E3. The former has quite the Fonty top-
out, and has also seen some substantial 
screamers from previous would-be suitors; 
chances are they’re both hard for the 
grade. That’s all from Spellack this year – 
are we getting close to climbing it out yet?

This is the Mournes. The 
editor making the first ascent 

of a proper tor plum up on 
Bernagh, The Aplomb-Bomb 

E5/6 6b. Photo: A. Tripod
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http://www.youtube.com/watch%253Fv%253DRGJVODz9564


climbers, etc.), at Lower Cove a team of 
psyched oompa loompas — namely John 
McCune, Paul Swail and visiting wad 
James “Caff” McHaffie — all unlocked the 
shorties sequence for Ricky Bell’s Prime 
Mate E7 6c, via some fierce gastoning. 
Paul also made the third ascent of Andy 
Marshall’s amazing E7 Easy Lover, which 
is now somewhat safer thanks to a small 
C3 in the middle of the runout, but still 
no pushover. Trad noob Jake Haddock 
is making a strong start to his Irish wire-
fiddling career, and dispatched the 
fourth ascent shortly after. It’s worth 
noting that this route was probably solid 
E8 sans cam, as Andy first climbed it. 

Over on Blue Lough Buttress, Eamon 
Quinn and Paul Swail took advantage of 
the drought to climb Part of the Friction, 
E5 6a, and FOMO, E6 6b, respectively. 
I’m told both are amazing, techy (and 
scary) wall climbs. Put them on your 
to-do next time it’s dry for a month.

Elsewhere in the Mournes, that other 
climbed-out roadside crag, Pigeon, is still 
haemorrhaging new routes, with Paul 
Swail adding some quality newness to 
the Pog Precipice in the form of Just Like 
Poetry, E3 5c, and The One That Got A-Rea, 
E4 6a (details here5). In his defence, it’s 
not like the evergreen Ian Rea has been 
letting all the new classics get A-Rea 
(that’s a really bad pun, Paul); this year he 
added The Wilderness, E3 5c, and Coureur 
de Bois, E2 5c to Pigeon, and knowing Ian 
I expect he has more in the pipe for the 
coming season. Staying roadside, ish, over 
on Hen, John McCune climbed the long 
standing obvious proj up the middle of 
the main face to give Repentance at E6 

6b. Nice to see this one get done since, 
as some have commented, it’s been tried 
and talked about by many a punt over the 
years. Still on Hen, Si Fell took time out of his 
hectic schedule to climb a necky looking 
little route, Antar Mona. At E5 6a, and an 
unprotected 10 m tall, this probably isn’t 
one to be getting the jitters on. Still vaguely 
close to the road on Little Binnian, Eddie 
Cooper’s E6 Zombie continues to get the 
occasional sketchy ascent, but Michelle 
O’Loughlin became the first Irish woman to 
climb an Irish E6 with her ascent of this route, 
and in anything but sketchy style. Bravo!

Finally moving a little further into the 
mountains (new generation, lazy wall 

Kev Kilroy overbiting his way 
up the FA of Ultra Vires E3 6a. 

Photo: John McCune

John-The-Peg vs Pegasus 
E5 6b. Photo: Thomas Prebble
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http://rockandrideoutdoors.blogspot.co.uk/2014/04/the-pog-roadside-new-routing-in-mournes.html


Si Fell on his necky little 
addition to Hen, Antar Mona 

E5 6a. Photo: Jonny Hill

McCune repenting  for past 
pegging on Repentance E6 
6b. Photo: Emma Miller

Up on the Tors (and generic highish crags) 
it’s been a quieter year, but the most 
significant repeat comes courtesy of Paul 
Swail, who made the probable second 
ascent of Ricky Bell’s brilliant line We’re 
All Learning, E7 6c, up on Binnian. In the 
past Dave Far-away-quhar has come 
close and Sean Villanueva O’Driscoll has 
had-at-it on the ground up with no joy. 
Still on Binnian, John McCune also found 
time repeat the bold Tolerance E8 6b via 
the standard harrowing mantle (video4). 
The obscenely motivated Colm Shannon 
camped up on Eagle to make the second 
ascent of the Lost Forgotten, E7 6c (FA video 
here6), reckoning it to climb as good as it 
looks, and to be one of the best lines in 
Ireland. Finally, over on Bernagh, I took the 

opportunity to climb a major new line on 
the Summit Tor; The Aplomb-Bomb E5/6 
6b turns the overlap via fierce rockover 
to gain a lovely system of seams above.

Down in the Cooleys The Thing In The 
Forest E7 6c is once again seeing plenty 
of attention, including a ground up from 
Sean Villanueva O’Driscoll and a flash 

from Jake Haddock. In fact, we should 
probably refrain from including the 
inevitable ascents of this in the next issue 
— nevertheless, so much traffic on a hard 
route suggests that psyche is high, and 
that standards are on the up. Still in the 
forest, Dave Ayton added a great little 
E4 taking the arête just to the right of 
TTITF, naming it The Thing On The Right. 

On the bouldering front there has been 
plenty of development, much of it too 
disparate to be included here, but one 
standout problem comes in the form of 
Big School; Si Fell’s brilliant highball 6C 
on the slabby face of the Sting Like a 
Bee block. Big School has already seen 
plenty of repeats (and failed attempts).      
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http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DRGJVODz9564
http://vimeo.com/25053323


The fierce shorty crux of 
Prime Mate E7 6c, Lower 
Cove. Photo: Paul Swail

Honey I Shrank Ricky Bell. 
Peace Donkey E7 6c. 
Photo: Michelle O’Loughlin
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Despite some awesome additions and 
repeats up on the crag this year, the 
bouldering continues to be a big part of 
where it’s at Head-wise, with dozens of 
new problems being established and 
a certain sense of community about 
the place (it’s pretty hard to be the 
antisocial boulderer when you need 
ten pads to protect a landing). Kudos 
to Pete McMullan, who has been the 
weekend warrior of the year – he’s pretty 
much an in situ crag fixture these days. 

The big bouldering news once again 
comes courtesy of visiting Englishman 
Dan Varian, back for more after getting 
a taste in 2013 (see emerald allsorts #1). 
Unlike most things in life, if you spend any 
time living under rocks you’ll have heard 
of Dan. For those that don’t know, Dan is 
a bit of an exploring strongman, having 
made the first ascents of many-a fine 8 in 
his time. Not surprisingly, then, he quickly 
dispatched what was probably the most 
famous project in Ireland, the Pit Project 

(video7), to give The Pit Problem at a meaty 
8A+. Also, just to the left he climbed the 
Board of Light 7C+. On the Eat It block 
Dan climbed Scranchen, 7C+, breaking 
left out from Eat It SS. Moving on, Dan 
added Tunnel of Goats 8A to the Carbide 
block and, finally, an absolute standout 
hard classic in the form of Glenn Ross8 on 
the Spindle block — offering hard at the 
grade 8A+. Dan reckons Glenn Ross is 
the “big daddy power line of the Head” — 
hence the name. I feel a bit silly throwing 
around words like “rampage”, but that’s 
quite the productive trip. Moreover, with 
plenty more hard and inspiring lines 
to go at, it seems likely that Dan will be 
back at some point. I’ll stick my neck out 
and suggest that the Head might go on 
to become the premier venue for quality, 
independent 8th grade block problems 
in the UK or Ireland. All that’s needed is 
ability, interest and time. And loads of pads.

Varian doing what he does 
best : squishing the FAs of 
powerful three star lines. 
Here mid-crux on Glenn Ross 
8A+. Photo: Katie Mundy 
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http://vimeo.com/19630084
http://vimeo.com/115966528


One of those boulder-crags. 
Rob Hunter on his highball 7A 
Red Cloud. Photo: A. Tripod

Moving a little further down the difficulty 
scale, but staying quality-focussed, Dave 
Far-away burnt off Jake Haddock to make 
the first ascent of Smoked Haddock, 7A+ 
and Veronica Hunter climbed the nu-
classic Solitude Is My Serenity at 7A. Dayle 
Smyth left us with a characteristically 
contortionist It’s Not a Dyno Dayle, 6B, and 
local custodian of the talus Rob Hunter 
climbed the stunning highball Red Cloud 
7A, added a meaty compression test-
piece with Culfeightrin 7C+ and repeated 
Dan Varian’s 8A Tunnel Of Goats. Rob 
and Veronica do a great job in keeping 
the flow of bouldering information 
going on their Facebook page9: the 
place to go if you’re after the latest.
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/Fairhead-Bouldering-Guide/185295581595779%3Ffref%3Dts


More boulder-cragging. 
Ricky on the FA of The Big 
Black E7 6c. Photo: Daniel 

Barrios-O’Neill 

Proper-cragging. Ricky on 
the FA of An Empty Book 
E7/8 6b. Photo: Michelle 
O’Loughlin

In the not-quite-bouldering category, Ricky Bell added 
a distinctly intimidating solo to the boulder field; The Big 
Black E7 6c takes the gently overhanging arête to 
the right of The Big Blue. Up on the crag, in proper 
trad territory, Ricky also climbed a major new 
line in the form of An Empty Book to give a very 
sparsely protected corner climb at E7/8 6b. 

Paul Swail and John McCune climbed a 
massive new four pitch E6 adventure 
next to Where the Wild Things Are; Un 
Jour Peut Etre is 110 m of sustained 
bridging, finger cracks and roofs. Paul  
also climbed a new E5, Full of Energy, 
Ready 2 Party,  and John also added 
a mega bold route in the form of the 
fine arête Duais at E7 6b (see that video 
I’ve already linked twice). The bold A Bad 
Skin Day E7 got a couple of ascents from 
Dave Ayton and John McCune and visiting 
wad Caff onsighted the E6 Way of the Jive 
Monkeys. Word is this might be nearer E7. 

Dublin-based trad prodigy Brian Hall 
accidentally onsighted his way up an 
independent finish to the E6 Above and 
Beyond, cleaning crimps has he went, 
and David Lyons Ewing added a bold 
E6 6a in the form of Tír na nÓg. Seems 
like bold is all the rage at the moment.
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Full of Energy, Ready 2 Party. 
Photo: Thomas Prebble

Veronica Hunter on 
Solitude is My Serenity 7A.
Photo: Goran Pro
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The high foot way on Le 
Surplomb de Terre 7C. 

Photo: Ricky Bell

Just to the south of the Head, myself and 
a few other devotees have spent some 
time developing the bouldering in a 
large conglomerate cave in Cushendun. 
The Potato Cave, as it has come to be 
known, offers something no other venue 
in Ireland can: permadry rock*. With plenty 
of pumpy traverses, a handful of superb 
‘ups’ and some very cool holds, this 
venue is already seeing plenty of use as 
the Head’s wet weather backup plan. Be 
warned, however, that it isn’t everyone’s 
cup of tea, some of the rock on the easier 
problems is disgustingly chossy and the 
mid sevens climber will get the most from 
the spot in terms of quality (topo to follow). 
Of particular note problem-wise is Ricky 
Bell’s mega traverse La Potato Potato Fr 
8b10, the Potato Masher 7C, and my own 
contribution, taking the main line of the cave 
from a sit, Le Surplomb de Terre 7C11, which 
has seen a repeat from Jake Haddock.

                          

         
       *may not be permadry
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http://vimeo.com/98342590
http://vimeo.com/98342590
http://vimeo.com/117126756


Owey’s premier watering 
hole. Photo: Craig Hiller
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Owey has been alive with development 
this year, in fact this Donegal section is 
really just the Owey section: this island is 
the current new router’s promised land. 
The news of the year, for Ireland as a 
whole, is undoubtedly John McCune’s 
ascents of the incredible lines Immaculata 
E7 6b and The Second Coming E7 6b on 
the Holy Jaysus Wall. Pictures of this wall 
generated quite the stir on UKC3, and have 
justifiably ended up on the front cover of 
Dave Flanagan’s excellent Irish select 
guide. World class indeed. Welshman 
Ioan Doyle was inspired to make the 
trip over and repeated Immaculata, 
calling it the “best E7 in the British Isles” 
— no doubt this route will see more 
attention from those capable next year. 
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http://www.ukclimbing.com/news/item.php%3Fid%3D69048


Paul Swail with Nothing to 
Fear E4 6a. Photo: Craig Hiller

Holy Jaysus. Photo: 
Craig Hiller Beyond the Holy Jaysus Wall, many 

other new routes have been put up 
on Owey in recent times, courtesy of 
John, Paul Swail, Ronnie Smith and 
others. Amongst the best of them 
are Paul Swail and Kris McCoey’s 
Wild Atlantic Way E6 6b, the crux of 
which appears to be accessing the 
starting ledge, and Ceochan Darcy 
E3 5c. Both three star classics at the 
grade by all accounts. Still on Owey, 
Pat Nolan was drawn out onto the 
rocks by the drought conditions to join 
Paul in making the FA of a wild E4 6a, 
Nothing to Fear, and the steep and 
well protected Farewell to Arms E6 
6a/b. Both look to be typically brilliant. 
Staying squarely in the brilliant camp, 
Kev Kilroy joined John to get some 
Lumpy Space on, at a steep and jug-
hauly E4 6a, and from the same starting 
ledge Kris and Pat climbed An Rud a 
Luionn in Lochtar E3/4 6a. Finally for 
Owey, Craig Hiller got out from behind 
the lens to climb a high quality E2, 
Supermarket Sweep. Inevitably, all is not 
reported here, but you can find all the 
details in Iain Miller’s handy online topo12. 

Speaking of Iain, that madcap 
seastackoholic, I think it’s worth 

mentioning that he made 
the first ‘free’ ascent of 
Tormore (by free Iain 
means no motorised sea 
access) and is mopping 

up pretty much every 
unclimbed pile of 
tottering choss 
and grass he can 
lay his paws on, 
notably in 2014 one 

of the ‘last greats’ 
Bolthanvarra. Iain 
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http://www.uniqueascent.ie/uploadedfiles/Owey-Guide.pdf


Pepsi Max 7C, Lough Tay. 
Photo: Goran Pro
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It’s been a pretty vibrant year in this part of 
the world. The scene is bubbling over with 
new talent, some important repeats, and 
Dublin got its third commercial climbing 
wall (The Wall). The standout news is, in 
my view, Dave “Awesome Walls” Ayton’s 
second ascent of Ron Browner’s Dalkey 
test piece Indecent Assault — see the cover 
photo of this issue. Ron first climbed this 
line some 20 years ago, offering E7 6c. 
Dave reckons E8 might be closer to the 
mark, and that this route deserves a spot 
in Irish climbing history (Dave’s blog13). 
E8 was the bleeding edge 20 years ago, 
and this route would still be the only one 
of the grade in the Republic. Regardless 
of grade, it’s a mighty effort all round. 

In other wire-fiddling happenings, Brian 
Hall has recently been making his mark 
on Dalkey, climbing the E6s Asterisk and 
Alexandria (but not before taking a ground 
sweeping lob off the latter) and making 
what is probably the first flash of a Dalkey 
E6 with his ascent of Bitter Aftertaste. In 
Glendo, Brian also made a noteworthy 
onsight of another one of those old school 
fierce E5s, Donnie O’Sulivan’s The Wake. 
If it’s anything like some of Donnie’s 
other E5s, it’s probably E6. Nice one Brian! 
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http://daveaytonsblog.blogspot.co.uk/


Dave Mason on White Stick 6C, 
Glendo. Photo: Dave Ayton

Strong youth Dave Fitzgerald 
crushing Leftism 7C+. Photo: 

Anthony Corcoran

On the pebble-wrestling front, in Glendo 
Dave Mason repeated Dutch Gold 8A 
(ish: Harry Fogg did this in about 3 goes 
years back, reckoning easier), and Dan 
Varian made the probable second ascent 
of Superbock 7C. Space Machine at the 
Scalp and Lemon Sole at Portrane continue 
to get multiple ascents as the 7C rites of 
passage in the area, and nicely highlight 
the surge in standards. Over in Lough 
Tay, amongst other developments, Ricky 
Bell climbed a funky steep 7C Pepsi Max. 

Probably the most significant spate of 
repeats come from young David 

Fitzgerald, who seems to be 
on a mission to repeat 

all of Michael Duffy’s 
problems. So far, he’s 

managed Switch 
8A, Computer 

W o r l d 
7C/+ 

and Leftism 7C+. He’s also making 
progress on The Hills Have Eyes 
8A. Amazing ticklist there David  
(and he also bouldered 8A+ 
on the continent this year). 
Undoubtedly more to 
come in 2015. You 
can read more 
on his great 
wee blog14.       
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http://fitzged7.blogspot.ie/2015/01/capturing-moments.html


The Duffy climbing a scrappy 
lowball eliminate somewhere in  

the Cork region. Photo: Goran Pro
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westish As always, details are patchy for this part of 
the world, but there’s a lot of amazing rock 
lurking in plain sight, and with Cork’s shiny 
new Awesome Wall up and running there’s 
sure to be plenty happening. The meet in 
Kerry’s Gap of Dunloe proved very popular 
this year, and word of the bouldering and 
routing potential is beginning to seep out 
beyond the local scene. Micheal Duffy 
and Ricky Bell have been exploring about 
other parts of Cork and Kerry, apparently  
Michael has climbed some pretty hard 
things — details will no doubt emerge 
soon. For now I’ll leave you with a photo 
of this amazing roadside block, and 
some more snippets on Ricky’s blog15...
surely enough motivation to make a trip!
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http://rickybel-fast.blogspot.co.uk/


John McCune sampling the 
delights of Kerry Gold E4 5c. 
Photo: Dave Lyons Ewing

Brian Hall crushing some  
Very Big Springs E7 6b.

Photo: Brian Bateson

Out on the Kerry coast John McCune, 
Dave Lyons Ewing, Colm Shannon 
and Rene Temple made a visit to the 
apparently brilliant but never climbed on 
Black Cliff to make the probable second 
ascents of many of the fine routes there. 
Two E4s, Kerry Gold and Lost in Juarez, 
look particularly good. Again I’ll spare 
you all of the exhaustive particulars and 
let this photo do the talking. Check John’s 
blog16 and the Wiki for more information.
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http://mccunemountaineering.co.uk/summer-into-autumn-with-new-scarpa-shoes/


Colm Shannon vs the 
hard and scary Faith E7 

6c. Photo: Colm’s ma

Up in the Burren the major news for the 
year is Colm Shannon’s ascent of the 
fierce E7 6c Faith, which he reckoned 
to be well hard and scary. You can 
read more on his blog17. By all accounts 
Dave Ayton got pretty close to Faith as 
well, in the midst of comprehensively 
dispatching Very Big Springs E7 6b and 
Sunbane E6 6c. Brian Hall also climbed 
the same two lines; impressively, Very Big 
Springs was his first E7 and he managed 
to flash Sunbane on Dave’s gear. 

Paul Swail, Ricky Bell and John McCune 
had a pretty successful trip to the Burren 
with some of the talented up-and-
comings. Notably, Saul Calvert and Carson 
Carnduff both climbed Skywalker E3 
5c, and Carson also pottered up Wall of 
Fossils E4 6a. More to come from those 
guys no doubt. Ricky also climbed Forever 
Young E7 6c, a couple of times just for 
the fun of it by all accounts.  
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http://colmshannon.blogspot.co.uk/2014/07/questing-about.html


Carson Carnduff relaxing 
his way up Skywalker E3 5c. 

Photo: Ricky Bell
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